Case Report

Growing teratoma syndrome in a post laparoscopic excision of ovarian immature teratoma
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A 26-year-old girl was referred to us in December 2008 with progressive pelvic mass while on chemotherapy. In May 2008, she presented with large adnexal mass and high alpha-fetoprotein (AFP, 265.7 ng/mL; normal range, 0 to 10). She underwent laparoscopic right salpingo-oophorectomy with staging. Since histology was immature teratoma grade I, FIGO stage 1 she was kept on surveillance. In September 2008, she developed recurrent pelvic mass with AFP levels of 2,400 ng/mL. Three courses of chemotherapy (bleomycin-etoposide-cisplatin) were given. Post-chemotherapy AFP normalized but tumor size increased. CT-scan (abdomen-pelvis) showed a large pelvic mass with calcification specks; infiltrating the sigmoid colon and abdominal wall. With provisional diagnosis of growing teratoma syndrome she had exploratory laparotomy with excision of pelvic mass along with sigmoid colon, excision of right pelvic and subcutaneous deposits, omentectomy and sigmoid anastomosis. Left ovary, left tube and uterus appeared normal and were preserved. Histology of all masses showed mature teratoma, no immature elements. At six months follow up she is disease free and has resumed menstruation. Growing teratoma syndrome is a clinico-pathological presentation during/post-chemotherapy in malignant ovarian germ cell tumor where mature teratoma grows and requires complete surgical excision. Our case highlights the safety and adequacy concerns of laparoscopic management of malignant ovarian tumor. Literature review suggests good prospects of resumption of menses, child bearing and five year survival in case of growing teratoma syndrome.
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INTRODUCTION

Recurrent ovarian germ cell tumors in young women present a challenge for management since fertility preservation is the aim of therapy without compromising cures. Stage and histology of these tumors at primary presentation may predict the biology however the early relapses can occur in some. Further treatment of these relapses is chemotherapy which leads to complete regression in majority however in few it may progress to a mature teratoma.

DiSaia et al.1 in 1976 were the first to report this phenomenon as “chemotherapeutic retroconversion.” Six years later Logothetis et al.2 observed similar clinical progression in males with germ cell tumor of testis and coined the term “growing teratoma syndrome.” According to him by definition growing teratoma syndrome must exhibit normalization of previously elevated tumor markers (alpha-fetoprotein [AFP] or beta human chorionic gonadotropin [HCG]), enlargement of tumor or finding a new tumor mass, and only mature teratoma element in pathologic examination. The radiological features include increased density of mass with well circumscribed margins, onset of internal calcification with fatty areas and cystic change.3 Meticulous search of English literature on PubMed (from 1975 to 2008) revealed only 40 cases and this is the first reported case of growing teratoma syndrome post laparoscopic management of germ cell tumor of ovary. All of them developed following surgery plus chemotherapy for malignant ovarian germ cell tumor. Commonest primary histology was immature teratoma (31/40 cases).

CASE REPORT

A 26-year-old unmarried lady was referred to us in December 2008 with progressive pelvic mass while on chemotherapy. In May 2008, during investigations for lump and pain in abdo-
men a large complex right ovarian mass was detected on MRI (Fig. 1). Serum tumor marker study showed CA125-235.8 U/mL (normal range, 0 to 35 U/mL); AFP, 265.7 ng/mL (normal range, 0 to 10 ng/mL), carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA) and beta HCG were normal. She underwent laparoscopic right salpingo-oophorectomy, omental biopsy with peritoneal lavage. Specimen was retrieved by increasing supra pubic port. Records neither mention about spillage during removal of mass nor the removal technique. No gross disease was left at the end of the surgery. Histology showed immature teratoma FIGO stage I G1 with presence of mature teratoma elements (from all three germ cells) and normal omental tissue. Peritoneal fluid cytology was negative. She was put on surveillance. There were no imaging studies done in immediate postoperative period.

Four months later in September 2008 she developed recurrent pelvic mass. Positron emission tomography and computer tomography (PET/CT) scan showed 2-[18 F] fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) avid mass lesions in bilateral adnexa with multiple peritoneal and anterior abdominal wall deposits (Fig. 2A). Now her AFP level was 2,375.98 ng/mL. She received three courses of chemotherapy in form of bleomycin, etoposide and cisplatin. Following three cycles of chemotherapy AFP normalized but tumor size increased on clinical examination (Fig. 2B). CT scan (abdomen-pelvis) showed significantly increased size and calcification in pelvic mass, as well as increase in size of abdominal wall deposit (Fig. 2C).

![Fig. 1. MRI abdomen pelvis showing complex right ovarian mass, marked by red dots.](image)

![Fig. 2. (A) PET-CT pelvis showing fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) avid pelvic mass and abdominal wall deposit (marked by white arrow). (B) Photograph showing abdomino-pelvic mass marked in blue. Black arrow shows abdominal wall mass (port size of specimen extraction), other ports marked by black ellipse. (C) CT scan abdomen pelvis post chemotherapy showing increased calcification in pelvic mass. (D) Specimen showing pelvic mass (M), two ends of sigmoid colon (S), anterior abdominal wall deposit (A), and omentum (O).](image)
Later in December 2008 she was referred to us. With a working diagnosis of growing teratoma syndrome, we offered her surgical salvage with fertility preservation.

After thorough counseling she consented for exploratory laparotomy and excision of the mass with fertility preservation. She showed extreme keenness in fertility preservation. On laparotomy, mass was involving a portion of sigmoid colon however uterus, left ovary and tube were normal. Hence excision of mass with 17 cm sigmoid colon, right pelvic nodule, anterior abdominal mass, omentectomy, sampling from adhesions (Fig. 2D-specimen) and hand sewn sigmoid anastomosis was done. No macroscopic deposit was left at the end of surgery (R0 state). Histology report revealed mature cystic teratoma, infiltrating the wall of sigmoid colon. Two of three pericolic nodes showed mature glial tissue deposits. The omentum, right pelvic nodule and uterine surface nodules showed deposits of mature teratoma. The subcutaneous nodule revealed mature glial tissue deposits. No immature elements or viable carcinoma were seen in any of the sections studied.

She has been on follow up with imaging and tumor markers, every three months. She resumed menstruation five months later and at six months follow up she is disease free, which indicates adequacy of the therapy. However it needs to be seen how she fares in terms of fertility and tumor recurrence. Further, hysterectomy and left salpingo-oophorectomy after completion of her family is desirable.
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